LOCATION BEER NUMBER BREWER
BAR A
1 Adur
2 Allendale
3 Ayr
4 Bad Co
5 Binghams
6 Black Cat
7 Black Hole
8 Blackedge
9 Blue Monkey
10 Bosun's
11 Boudicca
12 Bowland
13 Brass Castle
14 Bristol Beer Factory
15 Bude
16 Burscough
17 Calvors
18 Caythorpe
19 Chadwick's
20 Crystalbrew
21 Dark Star
22 Dark Star
23 Downlands
24 Drygate

BEER
Black William
Golden Plover
Jolly Beggars Best Bitter
Dazed and Confused
Vanilla Stout
Crossale
Starry Night
Black Port Porter
99 Red Baboons
Bermuda Triangle
Golden Torc
Hen Harrier
California Steamin'
Milk Stout
Haven
Black Canon Stout
Smooth Hoperator
Dark Gem
Castle Mill's Mild
Crystal Jade
Original
Green Hop
Red October
Seven Peaks IPA

BAR B

Double Dolphin
1836
New England Best
Beast
Harvest Hop
Mainwaring's Mild
HOP
24 Carrot
Vital Spark
Clear Cut
Lignum Vitae (IPA)
Parabellum Milk Stout
Toujours Saison
Stud Blonde
Sussex Pale Ale
Chronicle
Black Country Bitter
XP
Debonair Stout
Torpid Expression
1823 Mild
Brewlin Rouge
Murder of Crows

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Egremont
Egremont
Exit 33
Exmoor
Firebird
Firehouse
First Chop
Fuggle Bunny
Fyne
Geeves
Grain
Gun
Gyle 59
Hambleton
Hepworth
High Weald
Holdens
Hop Studio
Hophurst
Idle Valley
Kendricks
Kiln
Kissingate

ABV
5.0
4.0
4.2
5.5
5.0
5.1
4.4
4.9
4.2
4.1
4.3
4.0
5.8
4.5
4.2
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.6
4.0
5.0
6.5
5.6
5.0

TASTING NOTES
A rich black coloured st
Award winning golden
Clear medium amber o
Velvety, creamy deligh
Dark stout brewed usin
A gorgeous amber colo
Dark ruby bitter, grape
Multi award winning po
A dark, malty and fruity
Golden Blonde Ale. We
This beer is named afte
Soft citrus and peach fl
Deep amber California
This award winning Na
Amber coloured, this e
A dark and luscious sto
As the name suggests,
With two crystal malts
A black, full-bodied dar
Crystal Jade is a tasty a
The brewery’s eponym
A full flavoured IPA, ma
Citra and Centennial pr
A riotous, uncomprom

3.8
4.6
4.2
6.6
4.5
3.6
4.1
6.0
4.4
4.4
6.5
4.1
4.0
4.3
3.5
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.9
4.1
3.5
5.1
10.0

Light and refreshing ful
A Brown Ale with hints
A nod to tradition this
Brewed with a mix of p
Using all green English
A dark malty mild base
Ultra pale yet with a w
This golden coloured IP
A dark ruby red coloure
Low colour malt is used
A traditional strong and
Dark and delicious, a ri
This is a Saison. It has i
This is our second Glut
Flavoursome light brew
Brewed using the class
An impressive golden s
Combines balanced ligh
A ruby coloured bitter,
Our eccentric Bitter. Ba
To commemorate the b
Complex malt flavours
A rare and complex do

BAR C

48 Langham

XXX

4.4

Dark, chocolate malty w

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

Listers
Manning
Nook
Oakham
Old Prentonian
Old School
Orkney
Outstanding
Pilgrim
Polarity
Raw
Revolution
Riverside
Romney Marsh
Salopian
Summer Wine
Tapstone
Thirst Class Ales
Tiny Rebel
Top Notch
Twisted
Wylam
XT
Yates

Limehouse Porter
Man-Up
Oat Stout
Green Devil IPA
Smokey Joe
Detention
Skullsplitter
Imperial IPA
Quest
Rosetta's Comet
Independence
Pretender Blonde
Rambling Monarch
Marsh Mellow
Polygraph Imperial Stout
Resistance
Kush Kingdom
Penny Black IPA
Dirty Perle
Risky Shift
Conscript
Jakehead IPA
XT16 Belgian IPA
Bitter

4.1
4.0
5.2
6.0
4.5
4.1
8.5
7.4
4.3
5.4
4.1
4.5
3.6
3.6
7.4
4.1
5.0
6.2
5.5
4.8
4.2
6.3
6.2
3.7

A traditional Porter, da
Man Up! is a malty ses
This Proper distinctive
Highly acclaimed on be
This ale is dark amber i
A clean, straw coloured
A rich fruity wine-like c
The unique flavours of
A nicely rounded ambe
The bold combination o
A rare Gluten Free cask
NZ hopped blonde ale
Rambling Monarch is a
The brewery's palest al
Polygraph is a full flavo
A traditional dark mild
7 malts were blended t
Weighing in at 6.2% th
A mash-up of Tiny Rebe
Constructed on a simpl
A single malt golden al
Supercharged India Pal
Quadruple hopped wit
A well balanced, full bo

BREWERY 1

1
2
3
4
5

Long Man
Long Man
Long Man
Long Man
Long Man

Long Blonde
Session IPA
Copper Hop
Old Man
American Pale Ale

3.8
3.8
4.2
4.3
4.8

A light coloured golden
Brewed from a blend o
Copper in colour and h
This original dark beer
Made using only the ch

BREWERY 2

6
7
8
9
10

Greyhound
Greyhound
Greyhound
Greyhound
Greyhound

Blackbird
Tree Frog
B-46
Amber Eyes
Blonde Bird

5.5
4.9
4.6
4.2
3.9

A porter which is dark b

BREWERY 3

11
12
13
14
15

Harveys
Harveys
Harveys
Harveys
Harveys

Wild Hop
Best
Old
Armada
Star of Eastbourne

3.7
4.0
4.3
4.5
5.5

Brewed with the aptly
Brewed with the finest
Just back after its Summ
A premium bitter ale w
Star of Eastbourne is a

BREWERY 4

16
17
18
19
20

Hammerpot
Hammerpot
Hammerpot
Hammerpot
Hammerpot

Mosaic Pale
Brighton Belle
Bottle Wreck Porter
Northbrook Harvest
RIPA

4.1
4.6
4.7
4.8
5.0

Brewed with extra pale
Pale amber bitter. Fres
A traditional pitch blac
A rich amber harvest a
Dark and resinous with

Pale malts and seven d
B46 has a good balance
A rich and well balance
Made using top quality

BREWERY 5

21
22
23
24
25

Arundel
Arundel
Arundel
Arundel
Arundel

Stronghold
Autumn Breeze
Big Love (Raspberry Wheat Beer)
Dirty Rascal v2
Coffee Milk Stout

4.7
4.6
5.0
8.5
5.0

A smooth, full flavoure
A beer for Autumn usin
This very special beer w
This is version 2 of Dirt
A deliciously rich and s

BREWERY 6

26
27
28
29
30
31

Goldmark
Goldmark
Goldmark
Goldmark
Goldmark
Goldmark

Mosh Pit
Vertigo Craft Lager
Red IPA
Liquid Gold
Marchant's Revenge
Black Lion Porter

5.6
4.8
4.3
4.0
8.5
4.8

A rowdy Indian pale ale
An authentic German s
A triple hopped Red co
A refreshing golden ale
An uncomprising IPA ag
A rich, smooth, satisfyi

TASTING NOTES
A rich black coloured stout. Powered by Target hops, it is in the middle of the bitterness scale and contains a very high proportion of
Award winning golden ale made using the finest pale barley malt to give a clean and refreshing taste. Citrus hop flavour and an entici
Clear medium amber orange in colour. Moderately malty with toasted, caramel, toffee, berry notes.
Velvety, creamy delight with smash hits of chocolate, toffee and crystal malts. Complex flavours and surprisingly easy drinking.
Dark stout brewed using dark malts and infused with vanilla pods. This is CAMRA's Supreme Champion Beer of Britain 2016. Check it
A gorgeous amber coloured ale is a cross between an ale and a lager. Brewed using lager yeast but conditioned like an ale. Lightly ho
Dark ruby bitter, grapefruit aroma, sweet start with lots of hop tastes emerging into a mouth watering hoppy finish.
Multi award winning porter deliciously complex, roasted coffee And chocolate flavours with a hint of liquorice and sweet port finish.
A dark, malty and fruity ale with a hoppy twist. A dark and interesting ale, combining fruity hoppiness with a dark, malty side. Is it a p
Golden Blonde Ale. Well rounded with lots of fruity notes. Uses Chinook aroma hops. Soft lemon, peachy notes.
This beer is named after the Golden Torc which was an important status symbol for the Celts. A torc is a large neck ring, usually made
Soft citrus and peach flavours intertwined in this golden ale. Allergens: Barley, Wheat.
Deep amber California Common or 'Steam' beer - brewed with rye malt for that uncommon touch. A 5% hybrid beer style: an ale ferm
This award winning National Champion Stout is a beautifully creamy, full-bodied stout, the likes of which were brewed nearly a centu
Amber coloured, this easy-drinking session beer is lightly hopped with the classic combination of Cascade and Fuggles, with a New W
A dark and luscious stout, full flavoured with hints of coffee and liquorice in the finish, named after the Augustine Friars who inhabite
As the name suggests, an extremely smooth, lightly hopped 4% pale ale. A blend of four quality malts delivers a well balanced body a
With two crystal malts and subtly hopped, this dark mild has more than a hint of chocolate. Bronze medal winner in the Standard Mi
A black, full-bodied dark mild, smooth and rounded with a liquorice aftertaste.
Crystal Jade is a tasty and refreshing American style pale beer with a hoppy and citrus character. Staying true to Crystalbrew’s ideals
The brewery’s eponymous former Champion Beer of Britain. A dark, strong and bitter beer that defies classification. It has a complex
A full flavoured IPA, made with the very aromatic Simcoe hop, then made even bigger by using fresh ‘green’ Target hops infused into
Citra and Centennial provide a hoppy kick across the intriguing malt base of this American Red style beer.
A riotous, uncompromising, and bold cacophony of Mosaic hop aromatics on a crisp malt backbone. Bitter-sweet with zesty, floral an

Light and refreshing full bodied amber ale. This recipe is a tribute to the original Dolphin Ale using only hops, herbs and barley that w
A Brown Ale with hints of honey, caramel and ending with a smooth hop note.
A nod to tradition this is a premium Northern English bitter with a smooth and wonderfully balanced malty base, a rich flavour and d
Brewed with a mix of pale ale, chocolate and crystal malts, and hopped with Goldings, Challenger and Brewers Gold. Lush rich aroma
Using all green English hops straight from the vine. This is an easy to drink beer with subtle bitterness and aroma.
A dark malty mild based on a wartime recipe.
Ultra pale yet with a wonderful subtle malt character from the floor malted Maris Otter. Pleasant bitterness and big fruity hop flavou
This golden coloured IPA has a fruity and floral aroma, with hints of citrus fruits, spice and blackberries.
A dark ruby red coloured beer with an aroma of berries and roasted malts. Flavours of dark fruity and roast malts develop to a long d
Low colour malt is used for a lustrous, sparkling body and bags of American hops for big flavours of pine resin, lemon, and grapefruit
A traditional strong and hoppy Indian pale ale, brewed with the finest English Maris Otter pale ale malt to give a full-bodied malty ch
Dark and delicious, a rich jet black milk stout made with a combination of barley, oats, wheat and roasted chocolate malts. The resul
This is a Saison. It has its roots in a long tradition of Belgian farmhouse ales. The mixture of Pale and Vienna malts combine with thre
This is our second Gluten-free cask beer - Stud is an easy drinking, blonde ale. Originally brewed as an Autumn special.
Flavoursome light brew using Goldings hops. This gives a full flavour with a traditional Sussex hoppy nose to the beer.
Brewed using the classic combination of English Fuggles and Goldings hops, this has all the qualities of a fine session ale.
An impressive golden straw coloured medium bodied ale, brewed using the finest English Maris Otter malts and choicest Fuggles givi
Combines balanced light citrus fruit and hop flavours, with an intense creamy bitter finish. Won best standard bitter 2012 and best 4
A ruby coloured bitter, with a creamy smooth, gentle bitter sweet finish.
Our eccentric Bitter. Based on an English style bitter recipe. This beer uses British malts and yeast and is hopped with East kent Goldi
To commemorate the birth of the Rugby game: a magnificent full bodied dark mild, with hints of caramel finishing with a smooth ma
Complex malt flavours perfectly balanced with multiple hop additions to create a full flavoured easy drinking red ale.
A rare and complex double mashed Imperial Stout. Hints of chocolate, woodsmoke and well aged brandy. A coming together of richn

Dark, chocolate malty winter mild ale with smooth hopping for a slightly sweeter taste.

A traditional Porter, dark in colour, with hints of coffee and molasses. It’s surprisingly light and makes for easy drinking.
Man Up! is a malty session beer full of mouthfeel, lightly hopped with a trifecta of carefully selected english hops allowing the sweet
This Proper distinctive stout gains it’s full body and rich flavour from the whole oats added to every brew along with Bramling Cross a
Highly acclaimed on beer rating sites, this single-hopped Citra IPA is bursting with wonderful citrus aroma and taste with a weighty A
This ale is dark amber in colour, with a lovely balance of flavours of grain and Fuggles hops leaving a smoky finish.
A clean, straw coloured light drinking bitter. This is a fully flavoured beer with floral aromas and a slightly dry finish. The perfect sessi
A rich fruity wine-like complexity on the palate includes fresh and dried fruits, warm exotic spice and light summer citrus fruits. Soph
The unique flavours of this highly complex ale gradually develop and mature over a conditioning process with a duration of sereral m
A nicely rounded amber ale with a light soft body.
The bold combination of comet, cascade and first gold hops supplies this ipa with the citrus strike of grapefruit and spicy orange.
A rare Gluten Free cask conditioned beer! Refreshing American Pale Ale brewed with Chinook and Jarrylo hops giving it a slightly spic
NZ hopped blonde ale with medium levels of bitterness and with pine, lemon and lime hop notes.
Rambling Monarch is a light refreshing summer ale. The floral, citrus/spicy aroma of East Kent & Styrian Golding hops is followed by t
The brewery's palest ale uses a proprietary blend of 5 Kentish and American hops. Creamy, light, sessionable, with a hint of fruit and
Polygraph is a full flavoured stout with toast, liquorice, hints of dark fruit, chocolate and mocha that are tempered by crisp tart bitter
A traditional dark mild that's deep ruby in colour, with notes of caramel, cocoa and gentle roast bitterness.
7 malts were blended to get the sun-kissed orange colour. Then a heavy mix of 8 hops showcase the best of fruit, citrus and dank flav
Weighing in at 6.2% this Black IPA has a fine balance between pale ale hoppiness and roasted malts. Columbus, Equinox and Sorachi
A mash-up of Tiny Rebel's Dirty Stop Out and Weird Beard's Black Perle, with added oysters to create a smorgasbord of rich dark flav
Constructed on a simple pale malt base to let the hops shine through. Hoptimised with 5 different US hop varieties, in 6 different add
A single malt golden ale with a gentle citrus finish – refreshing!
Supercharged India Pale Ale.... Rich, bright and bronze in colour with lots of American hop aroma. Distinctly bittersweet on the palate
Quadruple hopped with some of Europe’s finest greenery. Belgian speciality malts and a European Union of hops all presided over by
A well balanced, full bodied bitter, golden in colour with complex hop bitterness. Good aroma and distinctive flavour.

A light coloured golden ale with a distinctive hoppy aroma and crisp clean bitterness on the finish. Smooth light and refreshing.
Brewed from a blend of three hops, this modern take on a British classic is a highly quaffable straw gold session ale that packs a serio
Copper in colour and hoppy by nature; Vienna and Premium British Caramalt provide a balanced backbone for the intense tropical fr
This original dark beer has soft malt notes of coffee and chocolate that combine with a pleasant light hoppiness to create a rich, full t
Made using only the choicest U.S. varieties, this triple-hopped American Pale Ale has a pleasant citrus fruit aroma and characteristic
A porter which is dark but has a lightness which comes from using Bohemian pilsner malt and Hersbruker hops

Pale malts and seven different hops give this fresh, grassy ale and incredibly refreshing zesty spin.
B46 has a good balance of warm biscuity malt flavours moving towards toast and blackberry, which linger on the palate assisting a cl
A rich and well balanced golden amber ale with complex floral aromas, rounded light biscuit malt flavours and a well mannered bitte
Made using top quality Bavarian lager malts and Hallertauer hops combined with an English ale yeast to give this real ale a well-roun

Brewed with the aptly named ‘Sussex Hop’ – originally discovered growing wild in a hedgerow in Sussex, but now cultivated as a varie
Brewed with the finest Maris Otter malted barley and a small percentage of roasted Crystal malt. A blend of four different hops from
Just back after its Summer break, Old Ale has a high percentage of crystal malt and black malt sugars and the result is a soft, full beer
A premium bitter ale with vibrant hop tones. Commissioned in 1988 by the Maritime Museum in Greenwich, Harvey’s brewed this 40
Star of Eastbourne is a strong, old style India Pale Ale reminiscent of the ales exported across the globe by British breweries during th

Brewed with extra pale kilned English Maris Otter barley and American Mosaic hops. The result is a crispy, hoppy, fruity pale ale with
Pale amber bitter. Fresh floral hop notes, spicy orange, crisp grapefruit and a hint of caramel.
A traditional pitch black porter with coffee, chocolate and rich roast malt flavours. Champion Beer of Britain, Porters category, at the
A rich amber harvest ale bursting with fruity hop flavours ranging from apricot and pear to dark berry and raisins. Pale & crystal malt
Dark and resinous with an intense fresh citrus hop flavour.

A smooth, full flavoured premium bitter. An aroma that includes roasted malt and caramel with flavours of dark fruits, caramel and a
A beer for Autumn using pumpkin and spices. A lovely rich aroma is followed by a fruity, malty flavour complimented by the subtle sp
This very special beer was created for our friend Michael and his wedding to the lovely Alex. We used almost 30kgs of Sussex raspber
This is version 2 of Dirty Rascal brewed for the Bison Beer guys in Brighton. This version was brewed with copious amounts of Americ
A deliciously rich and smooth coffee milk stout, brewed using Edgecumbes Sidamo beans which have been roasted and ground on th

A rowdy Indian pale ale with strong tropical fruits, cactus and cucumber notes.
An authentic German style pilsner using the best German malts and hops. A long fermentation and a twelve week lagering, ensures a
A triple hopped Red coloured IPA with floral, fruit and citrus hints. The rich satifsying taste is made using Belgian and German red roa
A refreshing golden ale with citrus and wild berries. This ale uses English hops and barley together with Citra hops from the US.
An uncomprising IPA aged in a whiskey barrel with hints of chilli, mango, tropical fruits and citrus. A big beer to celebrate the life of J
A rich, smooth, satisfying black porter with chocolate, toffee and roasted coffee notes. At first, the rich, sweet, roasted malt hits the

ntains a very high proportion of chocolate malt that contributes to the dark chocolate aroma and roasted flavours.
Citrus hop flavour and an enticing floral aroma.

surprisingly easy drinking.
n Beer of Britain 2016. Check it out for yourselves!
nditioned like an ale. Lightly hopped using Northern Brewers hops to tempt those lager drinkers to try something different.
g hoppy finish.
liquorice and sweet port finish. (SIBA NW speciality beer Gold 2012 and Bronze 2013 winner)
with a dark, malty side. Is it a porter or maybe a mild? You decide?

s a large neck ring, usually made of precious metal and many have been found in Norfolk which was part of the Iceni tribal territory. T

5% hybrid beer style: an ale fermented with lager yeast.
hich were brewed nearly a century ago on the very site of the Bristol Beer Factory today.
cade and Fuggles, with a New World kick from the late addition of American Chinook hops. A slight toffee taste and very thirst quench
he Augustine Friars who inhabited Burscough Priory in the 12th Century.
delivers a well balanced body and copper colour. An aroma of soft fruit and honey and balanced bitterness are provided by additions
edal winner in the Standard Mild Ales class at the East Midlands SIBA Regional Beer Competition 2012.

ing true to Crystalbrew’s ideals it is made using only the finest natural ingredients with no artificial additives or preservatives, just mal
s classification. It has a complex malt flavour with a hint of burnt flavour from the mixture of Crystal and Chocolate grist.
green’ Target hops infused into the slowly conditioning beer. Designed for those who like their hops as an extreme sport!

Bitter-sweet with zesty, floral and fruity top notes.

y hops, herbs and barley that were available when the original beer was made by Kemptown Brewery in the 1960s.

malty base, a rich flavour and dark colouring. The beer derives it’s name from the use of ‘New World’ hops combined with an English
d Brewers Gold. Lush rich aromas of toffee, treacle and coffee. There’s complexity on the palate with hints of rich fruitcake, rum and m
and aroma.

erness and big fruity hop flavours. Dry hopped with Citra.

roast malts develop to a long dry finish. Deliciously drinkable and a real cracker.
ne resin, lemon, and grapefruit. This is crisp, clean and thirst-quenching.
lt to give a full-bodied malty chracter. Multiple award winner including bronze Strong Bitter CBOB 2015.
sted chocolate malts. The result is a satisfying balance of coffee, vanilla and chocolate notes and a full malt base. Unfined, but contain
Vienna malts combine with three different English and German hops to perfectly compliment the earthy, peppery and spicy yeast flavo
Autumn special.
nose to the beer.
f a fine session ale.
malts and choicest Fuggles giving a distinctive and assertive hop character, balanced with a fruity palate and a malty finish.
standard bitter 2012 and best 4.0 – 4.4% 2014 at York Beer festival.

d is hopped with East kent Goldings and challenger.
mel finishing with a smooth malty palate.
drinking red ale.
ndy. A coming together of richness and softness in perfect harmony.

for easy drinking.
english hops allowing the sweetness of the malt to come through. This chestnut bronzed session ale is dangerously moorish, be carefu
rew along with Bramling Cross and Challenger hops. There are dark chocolate and liquorice notes.
oma and taste with a weighty ABV.
moky finish.
htly dry finish. The perfect session beer.
light summer citrus fruits. Sophisticated, satiny smooth with a deceptively light character.
ess with a duration of sereral months. The result is a golden, dry and implausibly hopped ale. Relax and take time to savour the intrica

grapefruit and spicy orange.
rylo hops giving it a slightly spicy grapefruit citrus aroma.

an Golding hops is followed by the classic bitter taste of Challenger hops leaving the drinker suitably refreshed.
ionable, with a hint of fruit and coconut – all from whole flower hops.
are tempered by crisp tart bitterness and a smooth velvety texture.

best of fruit, citrus and dank flavours for a complex and uplifting 'resiny mouthfeel'.
Columbus, Equinox and Sorachi Ace hops make for a flavoursome combination.
a smorgasbord of rich dark flavours. A smoked oat milk coffee Welsh oyster stout using Welsh Coffee Co. beans and oysters from Me
hop varieties, in 6 different additions, to create the ultimate hop profile! Risky-Shift - the observed tendency for people to make mor

tinctly bittersweet on the palate with a massive hop complexity fashioned deep within the IPA tradition.
nion of hops all presided over by a Brussels Abbey Ale Yeast; brewed on the site of an Augustinian Abbey.
stinctive flavour.

mooth light and refreshing.
old session ale that packs a serious citrus aroma punch!
kbone for the intense tropical fruit aromas.
hoppiness to create a rich, full tasting Old Ale of times gone by.
s fruit aroma and characteristic robust bitterness.

nger on the palate assisting a clean hoppy finish.
ours and a well mannered bitter finish.
to give this real ale a well-rounded dry finish. Dry-hopped with New Zealand Nelson for a subtle lemon fresh aroma.

ex, but now cultivated as a variety in its own right. It is supplemented with Cascade hops grown in the UK.
end of four different hops from local growers impart a distinctive character and a moreish quality.
and the result is a soft, full beer with a nutty palate .
enwich, Harvey’s brewed this 400th-anniversary beer in celebration of the defeat of the Spanish Armada.
be by British breweries during the early 19th Century. It has a full hop aroma, golden body and tight head. The bitterness lingers on th

ispy, hoppy, fruity pale ale with hints of lemon, peach, mango and pine.

Britain, Porters category, at the 2012 CAMRA National Winter Ales Festival, amongst others.
and raisins. Pale & crystal malts. Jarrylo (US), Rakau (NZ) & Bramling Cross (UK) hops.

urs of dark fruits, caramel and a hint of liquorice.
r complimented by the subtle spice. A smooth bittersweet finish.
almost 30kgs of Sussex raspberries to create this fruity celebration of ‘Big Love’.
with copious amounts of American and New Zealand hops combined with orange zest and coriander.
been roasted and ground on the same day as the beer is brewed.

twelve week lagering, ensures a full, smooth, crisp taste. Sophisticated Esters entwine around the malt sweetness and hop bitterness.
ing Belgian and German red roasted barley, balanced with large amounts of American hops. Its smooth, crisp and bitter sweet.
th Citra hops from the US.
ig beer to celebrate the life of Jerry Marchant, our friend and local CAMRA campaigner – a gent with big personality. Cheers!
ch, sweet, roasted malt hits the mouth, followed by a wonderfully dry smooth coffee note.

ted flavours.

something different.

art of the Iceni tribal territory. The beer is a hoppy golden ale with a lasting finish. A complex blend of late hopping is at work here, bu

fee taste and very thirst quenching with subtle citrus fruit and elderflower flavours.

rness are provided by additions of English hops at four different stages of brewing.

ditives or preservatives, just malt, hops, water and yeast. The Maris Otter extra pale malt is responsible for its colour and subtle maltin
nd Chocolate grist.
s an extreme sport!

in the 1960s.

hops combined with an English style bitter.
ints of rich fruitcake, rum and more Mocha coffee.

malt base. Unfined, but contains lactose sugar, so OK for vegetarians, but not for vegans.
hy, peppery and spicy yeast flavours.

ate and a malty finish.

dangerously moorish, be careful, don't start something you can't finish.

d take time to savour the intricate flavours of this beer.

Co. beans and oysters from Menai Oysters in North Wales. Super dark, super rich, super dirty!
ndency for people to make more daring decisions when they are in groups, than when they are alone! Allergen Info: Contains: Barley,

n fresh aroma.

ad. The bitterness lingers on the palate giving a dry finish.

t sweetness and hop bitterness.
h, crisp and bitter sweet.

ig personality. Cheers!

ate hopping is at work here, but the hops are balanced with a steady base of malt and bitterness, with only the merest hint of grapefr

e for its colour and subtle maltiness. Chinook hops give the beer a pleasant dry and bitter feel on the palate. An abundance of Amarillo

Allergen Info: Contains: Barley, wheat and oats.

h only the merest hint of grapefruit and citrus.

alate. An abundance of Amarillo and Summit hops provide the aroma and citrus flavours.

